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RE: WAVE 0965 (IN 48276)

1. WAVE IS FOCAL POINT FOR CI OPS IN GENERAL, ESPECIALLY FOR OPS TARGETED AGAINST CUIS STAFFERS OR AGENTS OR AGAINST PUBS KEY FIGURES. IN SOME INSTANCES HQS MAY HAVE OVERRIDDING INTERESTS BUT IN SUCH CASES APPROPRIATE NOTICE WILL BE GIVEN TO STATION.

2. GUIDELINES FOLLOW:

   A. WHERE WAVE CONTROLLED DA IS INVOLVED AND WHERE MATERIAL CONCERNS STATION EXILE COMMUNITY AND ACTIVITIES PER REF PARA 1 A, STATION MAY PASS EITHER MATERIAL FROM DA OR LIKE MATERIAL FROM OTHER SOURCES WITHOUT PRIOR HQS CLEARANCE UNLESS HQS HAS NOTIFIED STATION OF CONFLICTING INTERESTS.

   B. WHEN WAVE FEEDS BACK INFO TO CUIS PER ABOVE, STATION MUST GIVE TIMELY NOTICE TO HQS USING CABLE OR PRIORITY DISPATCH AT DISCRETION COS.

   C. HQS WILL KEEP WAVE INFORMED GENERALLY OF OPS AND OBJECTIVES INVOLVING CUIS AND PUBS AND WILL COORDINATE OPS DIRECTLY AFFECTING WAVE CASES AND INTERESTS.
D. WAVE MUST OBTAIN PRIOR HQS APPROVAL BEFORE FEED BACK OF MATERIAL ON OYOKE ACTIVITIES AND BEFORE PASSAGE OF DECEPTION MATERIAL.

3. SPECIFIC HQS CLEARANCE IS REQUIRED PRIOR TO PASSAGE OF MATERIAL ON AMROD, AMWORLD AND AMCLASH MATTERS.

4. TO IMPROVE CUIS IMAGE OF AMNOB/1 HQS SUGGESTS WAVE HAVE HIM PREPARE REPORT ON EXILE ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONALITIES, GIVING BIO DATA AND AIDS BUT WITH MINIMUM DATA ON SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES.
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